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The scales that grow from
morphology or interface pores.
and are potentially detrimental

. .. .
oxidation often develop a convoluted
High thermal stresses can develop locaIly
to the scale or interface integrity. Finite

element simulations are used to examine residual thermal ‘&r&ses and
strains that result when these deviations from a flat interface have forme~
and the resulting geometry is subsequently cooled”to room temperature. A
variety of geometries will be considered for ahmina scales on a FeCrAl
substrate.

INTRODUCTION

Ithas
compressive,

long been recognized that significant stress levels, which are oflen
can develop in scales as a result of oxide growth (l). Compressive

stresses, due to the therrna.l expansion mismatch of the oxide and the substrate, are
presumably added during cooling, resulting in the total stress level. The magnitudes of
these stresses and how they affect the scale growth and f~lure processes are important

‘-issues in understanding the protectiveness of the oxide scales.

The scales that grow from oxidation often develop a convoluted morpholo=q as a
result of the compressive stress in the oxide film. The convolution can be due to scale
buckling, as in the case of many &C)3-forming ailoys (2), where the scale detaches from
the substrate and wrinkles under the influence of the in-plane compressive stress. It can
also occur without any separation from the substrate, so that the scale and the scale/alloy
interface corrugate together, giving rise to a wavy interface with fairly re=wkr amplitude
and wavelength distributions (3,4,5,6). Undoubtedly, one effect of such convolutions is
a non-uniform stress distribution throughout the scale and near the interface in the
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substrate. Although convolution relieves the overaI1 ~growthstress, high thermal stresses
can develop locally and can be detrimental to the scale or interface integrity. These
stresses can cause interracial void formation and spallation as presented by Suo (7) and
discussed specifically for .+lzOJ scales by Hou et al (S).

Most modeling studxes to date have assumed that the intetiace is flat. Analytical
solutions are available to describe the biaxial stress/strain conditions throu~ the
thickness of infhite piatesof joined dissimilar linear-elastic or simple elastic-plastic
materials (9, 10). More complex nonlinear material behavior can be considered using
simple finite element method (FEM) modeling (11,12,13,14,15,16). Recent FHM
modeling of comers (17) has indicated that regions of local curvature can result in
significant tensile stresses along the exterior surface of the oxide and large stress
gradients in the scale as it bends in addition to contracting upon cooling. Evans et al (18)
have provided some analytical solutions for the stiesses along a sinusoidal interi%ce for
limiting cases, and recently this problem has been further studied using FEM (19, 20,21,
22). Recently ruby fluorescence has been applied to measure the residual stress levels in
thermally grown AIZ03 scaIes on FeCrAl across convolutions or near sample comers (23,
24). The technique can be pefiormed with high spatial resolutio~ thus providing stress
distributions at the micron scale and consequently the possibility of veri~ing model
results.

In this investigation finite element modeling is used to study the residual stresses
and strains in a Fe-1 SCr-5-4.Ialloy that forms modestly adherent, convoluted or porous
scales. The objectives of this research are to better understand surface oxide failure
mechanisms, and ultimately to provide criteria for design of more adherent oxides.

MODELING

Aoproach

Finite element continuum models were used to compute the residual stresses and
strains during simulated cooling from a stress free condition at 10OO°Cto ambient..
temperature in specimens ‘.vhere the oxide and substrate were assumed to be petiectly
bonded. Stresses or deformation resulting from growth of the oxide were not considered;
growth stresses are thou:@ to be small relative to thermally generated stresses (3, 25).
Cooling was assumed to be spatially uniform and relatively rapid, so time-dependent
deformation (creep) was not considered, although the substrate was permitted to deform
plastically. Numerical solutions were obtained with the ABAQUS finite element
computer program (26) using a series of temperature decrements, with iteration within
each decrement to obtain equilibrium. M simulations utilized second order (quadratic)
e[ements.
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The convolutions are assumed to have developed at the oxidation tempera~e “
( 1000”C) and as a result are built into the model; development of the convoluted
morphology was not considered (although the convolutions are &ee to firther develop
during cooling and do so to a very slight extent). Similarly, pores are assumed to have -” ‘
developed at the oxidation temperature, rdthough additional cases where pores formed at
an intermediate temperature of 5000C and after cooling to room temperature were also
modeled.

Geometw and Comoutational Meshes

TO simpli~ the complex specimen topography observed experimentally, .
convolutions are assumed to be sinusoidal in shape and to exist only in the x-y plane.
The geometry consists of large convolutions alternating with small convolutions (Fig. 1); “
based on average ridge heights and widths determined from AIM line scans. Additio”inl
convoluted geometi-es have been presented elsewhere (21, 23). Meshes were refined
near the material interface, especially in regions of large interface cufvature (Fig. z). . . . .
Convolution modeling assumed generrdized plane-strai~ with constraints applied to force
the &ont and back planes to remain paralle~ thus simulating convolutions that extend into -.
the plane of Fig. 2. Periodic boundaries were prescribed on the left and right sides of the
mesh to simulate symmetric or repeating convolutions.

Three pore cross-sections were modeled at an interface: elliptical, football, and
half-footbali (in the substrate only) (Fig. 3). Meshes were refined near the pore, -
especially in regions where the pores meet the interface (Fig. 4). Pore meshes utilized an
axis of symmetry along the left side and a periodxc boundary along the right side of Fig.
4, resulting in pores that are circular in plan view and centered in a large cylinder of
material. To keep the models reasonably sized, substrate thicknesses were 50 times
greater than the oxide layers for all geometries.

Material Behavior

AH material properties, presented elsewhere (23), are assumed to be homogeneous .
. and isotropic, and were obtained from tabulations for bulk materials. Temperature-

dependent thermal expansion coefficients (27,28,29) are used for both materials.
‘- Elasticity properties (30), were assumed to be independent of temperature for the oxide

since they are known to change less than 4°/0 up to 1000°C (3 1), and to vaiy linearly for
the FeCrAl (X3). h’o plasticity effects were permitted in the scale. The temperature
dependent yield strengths used for the alloy are based on data obtained for both FeCrAl
and oxide (eyttria)dispersion-strengthened (ODS) FeCrAIY (2S). Because similar yield
and ultimate tensile strengths for a wrought FeCrAIY, work hardening was not
considered in the model.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -.

When a flat interface is cooled horn oxidation to ambient temperature. it develous “. .K-

a state of biaxial stress (am=cr=, Gm=O)with the scale in biaxial compression and the
substrate in biaxial tension because-of the difference in thermal cont%ion of the two
materials. If no bending of the substrate occurs, there are no significant stress gradients in
either the coating or substrate except near edges or comers.

Convolutions

When a scale has interface convolutions, localized bending results. As the scale is
placed in compression during cooling, the convolutions steepe~ and the scale at each . .
peak behaves similariy to an elastic beam in bending with tensile stresses present. along
the outside of the beam and compressive stresses on the inside. As a result, the residurd . ‘ “
stresses are no longer biaxial but contain si=tificant gradients. Stresses in the scrde are ., ..
analogous to those observed in a simple corrugated beam placed in axial compressiorq
but are not symmetrical (i.e. the stresses at point A of Fig. 1 are not the same as those at --
point D, and the stresses at point B do no equal those at point C) because of the constraint
provided by the substrate.

Figures 5a and b show computed contours of the cr.=and Gw stress components, .
respectively (refer to Fig. 1 for component notation) in the scale/intefiace region after ..

cooling to room temperature. Tensile a-= stresses occur at the outside of the large peak
(point A), and compressive a= stresses inside bends (points B and C). Such stresses

..

obviously lead to large CJX.gradients through the scale thickness. Interestingly, the
maximum cr~~tensile stress in the scale is not at the spatial peak in the convolutio~ but
occurs at the surface, a short distance horn the peak. The CYYcomponent, which is zero
for a flat intetiace, is significant for the convoluted geometry with the largest tensile
values occurring near the interface in the vicinity of a peak (point B), especially in the
substrate. Note the difference in stress magnitudes between Fig. 5a and b; the cr.=
compressive stresses are nearly an order of magnitude larger than the cw’compressive
stresses, but the crmtensile stresses are about half of the an tensile stresses. Computed

--contours of the hydrostatic stress, the stress invariant used for comparison with ruby
ffuorescence measurements, are shown in Fig. 5c. Note that all hydrostatic stresses in the
scale are compressive. The hydrostatic stress computed for a bonded infinite plate
geometry of the tw-o materials, i.e. the theoretical hydrostatic stress of a flat scale of the
same thickness, OH=,is -2.19 GPa.
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Contours of the equivalent plastic straini are shown in Fig. 6. Peak strains are
significant in magnitude, over 1°/0, and extend to depths comparable to the scale
thickness. Plastic strain accumulates throughout the cooling process; at high
temperatures thermal strains are low but so is the yield strength of the substrate, while at
low temperatures the opposite is true, supporting the necessity of including temperature-
dependent plasticity, in contrast to previous work (22). In the substrate, beneath the peak
(point B), the horizontal plastic strain component (spH) is compressive and the vertical
component (epH) tensile. The inverse is true under each valley. This strain pattern leads
to a steepening of the substrate convolution during cooling as substrate material from the
valley region flows up into the area under the peak.

Verification of model results are provided by comparing the hydrostatic stress of
the oxide, with ruby fluorescence measurements of convoluted alurnh/l?eCrAl interfaces
as a finction of specimen positioL in Fig. 7. The comparison. was made by aver@ng ~H
across the volume of several cohmms of elements to achieve an approximate excited -
volume of 1 ~m3 at both peaks, the midpoint and the valley. This volume was based on a.

-1 ~m diameter spot through the 1 pm scale thickness, since the oxides are relatively
transparent and the entire scaIe thickness is probed experimentally. Further details of the
sample preparation and stress measurement technique are presented elsewhere (23, 24).

Agreement of computed volume averaged results with the measured data is very
good; both the shape of the curves and the stress magnitudes in Fig. 7 are similar. The
small offset between the model curve and experimental data suggests that while growth
stresses are large enough to cause convolutions to form at the oxidation temperature, this
process has relaxed them and they are minimal compared to the thermally generated
stresses present at room temperature (25). Agreement between model and experiment
also suggests that the geometrical simplifications required for modeling, i.e. parallel .
ridges (modeling in 2D plane strain) with sinusoidal cross-sections of average width and
height, are reasonable.

Pores

When a pore forms, the interface is locally free of the constraints that typically
-result from the material present when no pore exists. As the scale is placed in
compression during cooling the side of the pore moves toward the center of the p~re,
causing slightly compressive CXXin the otherwise tensile substrate below the pore, and an
increased compressive GKXand Ow in the scale above the pore (Fig. 8). Elevated
compressive stresses above the pore increase the potential for scale buckling, particularly
as the size of the pore is increased and the stresses presumably increase as well.

‘ Ttteequivalentplasticstraink defined as (2/3 s%’)! zwhere4%’ k thescalarproductof theplasticstrain
tensor.
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Where the material interface intersects the pore, significant local tensile stresses
can be seen for both the c= and crv components in Fig. 8. However, a stress sin=W1tity
forms at this location during cooling, as {n the case of any dissimilar material interface
that meets a flee surface. Because of the singularity, results very near this point are not ““
quantitatively reliable, but should be reliable at a distance of about two elements in any
direction (32), hence the very refined mesh in this region. _

Fig. 9a shows the equivalent plastic strain where the intetiace meets-tie elliptical
pore. Strains are significant in magnitude (6.5’%0at the third element in from the pore
edge).. However, plasticity is very localized, with a plastic zone sizez of only O.O84~
less than half the length of the pore. Stress profiles for a purely elastic substrate generate
identical stress profiles to that of a petiectly plastic substrate, except very near the
singularity, where the elastic calculation yields larger stresses, fiu-ther illustrating the very
local effect of plasticity.

.- .

The primary differences between the eU~ptical and football shaped pores resuk’ - .. ..
from differences in the equivalent phstic strain (Fig. 9). The maximum strain
magnitudes appear to be hia~er (8.2°/0at the th~d element in from the pore edge), but the - --

plastic zone size is srnaller~O.064 urn), “indicating that the vertex creates a more severe
stress concentration as expected. The football pore also has somewhat higher .’
compressive Gw aw and CJwin the scale above the pore, indicating a higher potential for
scale buckling and subsequent delamination.

In contrast to pores intersecting the interface, when the pore forms only in the
substrate, stress profiles deviate relatively little from the biaxial condkion and no plastic
strain is obsemed, The scale above the pore effectively constrains the edge of the pore
from displacing significantly towards its center. This may not be the case when the scale
above the pore is curved, as when a pore forms under the peak of a convolution (7).

Interestingly, the temperature at which the pore forms has little effect on the
magnitude of the plastic strain obsertied. When ‘thepore was formed at the oxidation
temperature of 1000”C, plastic strains form in the substrate as it cools. lfthe materiaI
cools first, the biaxial thermal stresses generated are not sufficient to cause plastic strai~
but once the pore forms at room temperature, the stresses redistribute as equilibrium is

‘- achieved, and plastic strain develops. Similarly, when the pore forms at an intermediate
temperature, no plastic strains form during initial cooling to 500”C, but develops both as
the pore forms, and during subsequent cooling to room temperature. In all three cases,
the maximum stress in the third element is about $%0.However, the plastic zone size is
somewhat larger when the pore forms at 1000”C (0.064 urn compared to 0.036 ~m when
the pore forms at either 500”C or at room temperature).

~The distance along the interface where equivalentplastic mains me greater dmnzero.



CONCLUSIONS

..

Residual stresses in the convoluted ah.xminascale on a FeCrAl alloy have been
measured using ruby fluorescence and modeled using FEM. Good agreement was found
between the two meth~ds, with both showing a systematic variation in stress between
peak and valley locations. While the hydrostatic stresses are compressive tliroughoqt the
scale, modeling indicates local tensile stress components in the peak of convolutions both
near the f%eesutiace and the interface.

Interface pores’ result in increased compressive stresses in the scale above the
pore. Although a stress singularity forms where the interface intersects the edge of the
pore, FEM modeling can provide usefid information near, but riot at this singularity.
Differences between various pore geometries and ~bstrate plasticity assumptions ark+
from very locaIized differences in pkstiostrain. The temperature at which the pore forms,
for the pore geometries considered in this study, only minimally tiects plastic strain .
behavior.

Anomalous geometries at the intefiace, such as convolutions and pores, cause
stress gradients in an othelwise biaxial stress distribution. The FEM analysis provides
detailed information about all stress and strain components, plasticity effects, and
gradients, and proves very tisefil in providing an increased understanding of the complex
mechanical response in intetiace anomalies during cooling. However, to be truly usefbl,
the simplifications and assumptions regarding geometry and material properties that must
be implemented in order to carry out the FEM require experimental verification.
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